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Abstract: In comparison to traditional sensor networks, wireless sensor networks have a number of strengths such as

distributed operation, parallelism, redundancy, and comparatively high cost-effectiveness due to lack of wires. On the
other hand, their tininess, need for long-term operation, and dependency on batteries impose severe restrictions on the
system. Hence, services provided in sensor networks need to be lightweight in terms of memory and processing power and
should not require high communication costs. In this survey we mainly focus on event detection at real time based on
clustering of nodes and transforming detected event by using the Enhanced Reliable Event Transmission Protocol Using
Single Node Transmission Protocol(ERETP Using Single Node Transmission). It follows with minimize energy conversion,
computation cost of network and will occur reliable and high secure in event passing.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; ERETP; ESRT; RRRT.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in wireless communication technology and
the development of low cost, low power, multifunctional sensor
nodes have led to the development of wireless sensor networks.
The tiny sensor nodes consist at a minimum of a processing
unit, some memory, a radio module to exchange data and an
array of sensors to measure physical phenomena. In addition,
sensor nodes are generally equipped with batteries.
Consequently, the ability to save energy in order to extend node
lifetime is a critical evaluation factor in most applications.
Sensor nodes can optionally be provided with actuators to
interact with the physical environment. Wireless sensor
networks are a significant improvement from traditional
(normally wired) sensor systems, which provide solutions to
problems in the following two contexts:

Wireless sensor networks have to provide self organizing
capabilities. Moreover, remote access and reconfiguration
functionality as well as redundancy to compensate for node
failures are required.
In order to fulfill an application-level task, sensor nodes are
commonly required to operate cooperatively. Because sensor
nodes are equipped with a processing unit and some storage,
raw sensor data can be processed in-network, on node-level or
iteratively at dedicated sensor nodes. These dedicated nodes
can be determined based on negotiation procedures, by other
simple election methods, or by topology control mechanisms.
Thus, the transmission of huge amounts of raw sensor data to a
central fusion center can be avoided. This saves communication
costs and accordingly energy.

• Large powerful sensors are positioned far from the actual
physical process of interest. In this approach few heavilyequipped high-resolution sensors are deployed, which provide
complex techniques to measure and filter physical phenomena.
• The physical phenomenon is observed by several sensors that
perform only sensing and transmit the observed raw time series
of measurements to a central fusion center, where the streams
of sensor readings from the different sensors are stored and
processed. In-network data processing is not supported. The
positions of the sensors and the network topology need to reengineered carefully. Moreover, if the sensor needs to be wired,
high deployment costs are a consequence.
In contrast wireless sensor networks are composed of a high
number of densely deployed nodes that are located close to the
monitored physical phenomenon. The sensor nodes are often
assumed to be randomly deployed in terrains that are difficult
to access, e.g., in remote areas or in disaster areas. This
introduces flexibility, but this also imposes complexity.
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Figure 1: Wireless sensor network with in-network
processing.
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A typical example of a wireless sensor network is depicted in
Figure 1. The network is connected to the Internet over a base
station. A high number of sensor nodes are connected and build
a multi-hop wireless network. In a given area of interest sensor
data is collected, aggregated and finally routed to the base
station for further processing.
Sensing Capabilities and Sensors
In the following the spectrum of sensors typically implemented
on sensor nodes is presented. Sensor networks can consist of a
lot of dissimilar types of sensors such as acoustic, light,
thermal, accelerometer, infrared, seismic and visual. The
implementation and combination of these kinds of sensors
supports the monitoring of a large multiplicity of ambient
conditions that contain, but are not limited to, the following
[20]:
• Temperature,
• Humidity,
• Movement and velocity,
• Light condition,
• Pressure,
• Soil conditions,
• Noise levels,
• The existence or nonattendance of certain kinds of items.
• Mechanical pressure levels on attached items, and
• Temporary characteristics such as speed, direction, and size
of an object.
Due to harsh constraints in power supply and usage, the sensor
nodes and the sensors implemented on them are comparatively
cheap, provide limited accuracy and mainly support Proximity
sensing. On the other hand, dense deployment and massive
parallelism, which are offered by the cheap cost of wireless
technology, balance these drawbacks. The sensor nodes can be
used for event detection, continuous monitoring, event ID
handling, localization and classification, and the control of
actuators to feedback to the environment [20].The introduced
concept of parallel micro-sensing together with wireless
communications makes many new application areas accessible.
II RELATED WORK
WSN protocols

Figure 2: EDTPs in Wireless Sensor Network.
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Several protocols have been proposed in the literature for the
event detection and transmission. These protocols can be
categorized into [1]
• Destination Centric Event Detection and Transmission
Protocols (DCEDTPs)
• Node Centric Event Detection and Transmission
Protocols (NCEDTPs)
These EDTPs can be further classified as follows [2]:
Destination Centric EDTPs (DCEDTPs)
The Destination centric protocols are categories under the
constraints of consistency, traffic control and energy saving
like 1) RBEDTPs 2) CRBEDTPs and 3) EEBDTPs.
1) RBEDTPs: They perform consistent packet detection at
the destination depends on the number of packets received from
the sensor nodes based on different approaches. The protocols
coming under this category are:
• ESRT
• RRRT
• SMESRT
ESRT (Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport) Protocol:- In the
ESRT protocol the event detection can be based upon the sink
based on the reporting frequency. The main goal of ESRT is
that the reliable event detection in wireless sensors network due
to the minimum energy consumption. There is the following
feature of the ESRT protocol:(i) It’s generated a blocking control algorithm that enforces
reliability while minimize the energy.
(ii) In the ESRT all the decision are made by using the
destination based;
(iii) It is an adaptive algorithm that connect to the optimal
operating region (OOR) position in a fixed number of
iterations. By using this algorithm ESRT strong to potentially
random and dynamic changes in WSN
(iv) Due various types of applications the WSNs can be
determined by large amount of data is reaching to the
destination of the particular time period. To deal this
requirement WSN, the concept of event to sink reliability has
been produce in ESRT, the multiple information is received to
the sink during the certain amount of time this period as
measure event reliability.
There is different type of parameters used in ESRT.
(i) Experimental event reliability (ri):The sink received the data
packets in a particular time of interval
(ii) Desired event reliability (R): By using the application the
how many data packets are required due to the accurate event
detection
(iii) Reporting frequency rate ( f ): In WSNs the sensor node to
send the data packets this sending data packets are measure in
per unit.
(iv) Protocol parameter ("): The optimal region state (OOR)
mention the width of acceptance zone.
(v) Normalized reliability (i): At the end of every decision
interval I denoted by ri/R [3].
RRRT (Reliable Robust and Real-Time) Protocol: - In
RRRT protocol assign two concepts such as event-to action
delay bound to achieved the application specific times and a
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combined congestion control mechanism which provide the
two way purpose of bring to a successful reliability and
conserving energy.
In event-to-action delay bound it is based on assumptions such
as Observed delay-constrained event reliability (DRo): It is the
number of packets received at the sink within a certain delay
bound in a decision interval, Desired delay-constrained event
reliability (DRd): It is the minimum number of packets required
for reliable event detection within a certain delay bound and
Delay-constrained reliability indicator:i.eDRo/DRd. If the
observed delay constrained event reliability is higher than the
reliability bound i.e., DRo>DRd then the event is reliably
detected within a specific delay bound. The drawback with
RRRT is congestion detection and control mechanisms lead to
extra overhead.
SMESRT (Simultaneous Multiple Event-to-Sinks Reliable
Transport) Protocol: - SMESRT is a protocol designed for
real-time multiple most select event detection. Least amount of
functionality is necessary at the data packets allocation sensor
nodes and at he selected cluster head of the packet load control
component is needed. It has two different action of reduced
traffic at the destination and required less energy. All the data
packets are combine to the cluster head (CH) during that
multiple data packets only one data packets are send the
destination in SMESRT. By using the reporting frequency the
data packets in CH are monitoring by the destination frequency
for next time period with the response for that event. The main
drawback is task of various reporting frequency leads to extra
overhead [4].
2) CRBEDTPs: make packet detection and transmission
under various jamming or traffic situations. These protocols
include:
• CODAR
• LTRES
• DST
CODAR (Congestion and Delay Aware Routing) Protocol:The main aim of CODAR is to transmitting the improve
reliability and by using the critical nodes the information can
be forwarded at the particular time period lines. Therefore the
congestion avoidance .In Wireless sensor network each node in
the network send its location and Relative Success Rate value
by using control message for the particular time interval. For
the decide the routing it utilizes congestion parameters. Those
node can be very little crowed by using this the RSR help its
mitigate congestion. Disadvantages of CODAR are that the
huge numbers of critical node into the wireless sensor network
system are not suitable and fewer amount of energy efficient
[5].
LTRES (Loss Tolerant Reliable Event Sensing) Protocol:In LTRES achieve the jamming control due to the hope end
source rate adaptation mechanism and hope end scattered
Source Rate Adaptation. It is progress to attain ESF necessities
with the jamming control LTR. The transmission of
information forms in sensors nodes even if the event sensing
fidelity and network jamming level. the Event- sensing Fidelity
level (ESF) is calculate by using the destination and
PAPER ID: - 2015/02/IJMERT/05/120

consistency of the event sensing sends to the Enodes.To make
sure the jamming control updates their source rate by using the
data of Enodes.The loss rate is achieved by using the
lightweight ACK method to give jamming control. The main
disadvantages of LTRES minimum energy efficient due to to
source rate adaptation mechanism [6].
DST (Delay Sensitive Transport) Protocol:-The DST
generally included two method (I) jamming control and event
detection method.(II) Real–time message transmission method.
In the first method due the large amount too much incoming
packets is store in the sensor node so the buffer is overflow is
said to be jamming and send the message to the destination
jamming situation by a Congestion Notification bit the packet
header. In the second method by using the event-to-sink delay
bound DST achieve the real-time event detection. The major
works of event -to-sink delay bound are the transmission of the
event from source to destination delay and processing the event
due to sensors node it’s also time is taken. So therefore by
using the DSRT, the sensors nodes detection of the event in
WSNs is in particular timing the packet to destination delay
bound will be larger than or equivalent to the sum of both event
transmission from sensors nodes delay and event processing
delay. The drawbacks of DST are increase to overhead due to
the reporting frequency rate adjustment method [7].
3) EEBDTPs: The event detection and transfer it can archive
with minimum energy required. Some protocols coming under
this includes:
• OEDSR
• (RT)2
The event detection and transfer it can archive with minimum
energy required.
OEDSR (Optimized Energy-Delay Sub-network Routing)
Protocol :-The OEDSR, as a sensor nodes finding of the
event, The OEDSR the various nodes close to the event
detection nodes these become active those are inactive before
finding the sensor node event. So this finding event in sensor
node to generate the group of sensor nodes of sub-networks.
By using these methods the energy required to the network is
very small because only small portion is in the sensor node
become active and other node is the inactive. So group of
nodes are active and is the range to the Cluster Head (CH).
The transmission of data from destination does not take long
or cyclic path to the static base station. It may be multiple
transmission paths are generated from the CHs in subnet of
destination so therefore data transmission could obtain into the
single best possible path. The advantages are minimum
overhead limited number of hops; by using flooding the
communication is possible. Drawbacks are extra number of
hops used. The mixed reliability necessities of both sensorplayer and player–player communication it is the main focus.
The new design of protocol to event-to-action delay bound to
transfer message from source node to destination node,
processing the event delay, and take a action on the procedure
is delay. The drawbacks are configuration adjustment
environment is taken more delay [8].
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(RT)2 (Real-Time and Reliable Transport ) Protocol :-The
(RT)2 protocol process is depends on two methods i.e.(1)
Start-Up state: The transmission rates can be capture the
receiver by using the sender transmission of query packet to
the direction of receiver. (2) Steady State: This method is
divided in to four sub-states increase, decrease, hold and
probe. According the response of the destination node the
source node increase the data transfer rate. The same as
increase states due to the response of the destination node the
source node decrease the transfer rate. The drawbacks of the
(RT)2 is the pattern adjustment nature of (RT)2 more
additional delay [9].
Node Centric EDTPs (NCEDTPs)
By using this protocol the nodes can take the last decision after
the information collect the nodes and transfer the result to
destination. NCEDTPs can be classified into 1) RBEDTPs, 2)
CRBEDTPs, and 3) EEBEDTPs.
1) RBEDTPs: The protocols coming under this category are:
• ERP
• COLLECT
• REAR
ERP (Event Reliability Protocol):-The ERP protocol is the
node centric type it depends on region circumstance and
implicit acknowledgement (iACK) methods used it with the
area based selective retransmissions. The event is again
transfer at the nodes at time we introduce in wireless sensor
network for event transmission. The drawback of this protocol
is less energy efficient [10].
COLLECT (Collaborative Event detection and Tracking)
protocol:-There are three methods in the COLLECT protocol
i.e. (1) Vicinity triangulation, (2) event determination (3)
border sensor selection. (1) Vicinity triangulation method
same kind of sensor to make particular area of attributes,
named logical triangle to exactly recognize the data packet
area. In this method when the event is generated it mention the
ID of sensor node, area of node, the information detected, and
timestamp of the near nodes to the source node whereas it
detects the event information due to the event is transmission.
By Using this collective data the sensor nodes involves in
Vicinity triangulation. In the event determination process in
logical triangles a environmental node locally calculate the
reality of the event due to the sensor information and received
information from multiple kinds of sensors nodes. The border
selection method goal to select the event region boundary. The
drawbacks COLLECT protocol is rate-effective because of
does not require of sensor redeployment [11].
REAR (Reliable Energy Aware Routing) Protocol:-By
using the two out of place routing paths the REAR support a
multiple path routing. The sender node broadcasts multiple
routing demand information due to searching the routing path
for destination node. So therefore near next nodes received the
information constantly and transfer it after examination their
store contain information. By using the present energy levels
of sensor nodes the REAR generated the routing path. During
the generated the transmission path from source node to
destination node. The nodes can be much more energy value is
selected. So therefore two energy saving transmission path can
PAPER ID: - 2015/02/IJMERT/05/120

be selected for the REAR protocol hence the network natural
life is further increases. In the REAR protocol when the
transfer of information from the next node is loss then the
error message can be send the source node. If the source node
can received the message it again to transfer the information to
second path. So therefore the assured the data transmission
from the source node to the destination node. The drawbacks
of the REAR protocol are to use queues adds to additional
overhead [12].
2) CRBEDTPs: The protocols coming under this category
are:
• EEDP
• SWIA
EEDP (Efficient Event Detection Protocol):-In wireless
sensor network if the event is happened or not in the region it
can be decide by using the simple decision rule. So the next
used complex decision rule for the most perfect result. Using
the dynamic maximum copy scheme the event consistency is
achieved. The main drawbacks of this protocol are single one
sensor nodes send the information to the destination. So
therefore minimum reliable [13].
SWIA (Stop-and Wait-Implicit Acknowledgement)
Protocol: - When the transmission of event from source node
to next node in SWIA protocol they do not forward the event
until the ACK response from the receiver node. The SWIA
protocol is work under the response based of the receiver
node. This receiver response ACK for the event is received is
the broadcast in environment of network. By using this
protocol we can minimize the wireless sensor network traffic.
The drawback of SWIA due to response mechanism of the
sensor node by using the response network performance is
degrades [14].
3) EEBEDTPs: The protocols coming under this category
are:
• EELLER
• IOAR
EELLER (Energy Efficient-Low Latency Express Routing)
Protocol:- The hierarchical routing is used by the EELLER
protocol because the transmission of the event from source
node to destination in hierarchical routing saves the less
amount energy. In this protocol those sensor node have the
low energy which can be sensing the event is generated and
those sensor node can be high energy which can be
transmission the information from the source to the next node
which is near by the node. It consists of two methods (1)
constructing expressways (2) cluster formation and data
communication.
In the first method mention the multiple of CHs routing nodes
which can be created the node to node approach. The cluster
head is assign by using the evaluated parameter link factor.
This parameter can be calculated by using the energy of the
nodes and distance to the destination and previous node. In the
second method the focus of information sending is in
enhanced way after the remove the duplication of information.
The drawbacks of the minimum reliability [15].
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IQAR (Information Quality Aware Routing) Protocol:When the event is generated in the wireless sensor network the
near that node sense this event this event is happened or not it
can be decide by using the neighboring node information. The
distance based information is collected to the source node.
These IQAR protocol is also depends on the distance based
aggregation. In this information is sensing and collect the
information of each sensor node separately and get the binary
result it 0 or 1 [16].
III PROPOSED SYSTEM
In above section considered multiple types of protocols those
protocol transfers the event from source node to the
destination node by using the multiples nodes this is called as
sink centric protocol. Those can transfer the event to the
destination using the single node is called as sink centric
protocol.
Here proposed latest protocol to transfer the information from
other sensor node by using the single node. This Protocol is
sensor node has take the decision event is happened or not. So
propose a system called An Enhanced Reliable Event
Transmission Protocol using Single Node Transmission (An
ERETP using Single Node Transmission).
By using Epidemic and PROPHET protocol we proposed the
Enhanced Reliable Event Transmission Protocol Using the
Single Node Transmission. Therefore transmission of event in
more enhanced and reliable way.
1. Event detection at real time (EDRT)
When the event is happened from the wireless sensor network
environment. It produce the cluster by using the neighboring
nodes to that event. So by using this cluster it help to save
energy requirement. Every node will occur its detected the
event by using the sensed value and threshold value, due to
wireless sensor region a particular threshold value declare i.e.
Th assign to every node in the network and verify the event is
happened or not by using the Th with the comparisons of the
Sv value i.e the sensed value. When the sensed value is
minimum than the threshold value this called as local decision
result depends on single decision rule. Complex decision rule
is used for correct detection of event. In these methods the data
aggregation is pleasing in the sensor nodes event region. A
collaborate result is completed among the multiple of nodes
state decision made.

Where Oim is observed value at each sensor m of node i.
b) Complex Decision Rule: - A collaborate result is
completed along with the more number of nodes state decision
completed nodes as bellow:

The last result is completed along with the CHs as follows by
using complex decision rule.

If the last result in each CHi=1, therefore it can state that an
event has obtain and this result is depends on the information
from the near nodes.
2. Enhanced Reliable Event Transmission protocol using
Single Nodes Transmission Protocol(ERETP using single
nodes transmission)
If multiple sensor nodes transfer the data to destination so
therefore the traffic jamming problem is activated in the
wireless sensor network so maximum energy is also required.
To transfer the data to the destination using single node
transmission to achieve the minimum energy required and data
transfer from source to destination is in reliable manner. This
new protocol achieve the real time event detection and transfer
the data from destination is in reliable and secure manner and
transmission from the event from source to destination during
the particular trimming.
In this protocol the event is happened then transfers the event
from source to destination using two protocol i.e. epidemic
and prophet protocol. Mixing of this two protocol we can
transfer the event from source to destination projected
algorithm is as shown in the below Figure. For routing packets
methods call PROPHET is used, for link failure dual link
methods and for encrypting alarm packet Advanced
Encryption Standard is used. For routing packets methods call
PROPHET is used, for link failure dual link methods and for
encrypting alarm packet Advanced Encryption Standard is
used. Using the Epidemic protocol the nodes continuously
replicate the packet. When a node come are selected for the
transmission using prophet then the Epidemic protocol can
replicate the packet for that node. So Epidemic protocol
continuously replicate the packet for that node those can be
selected for the packet transmission. If the selected node can
be fail then at that time Rerouting can be done using epidemic
and prophet protocol. Therefore if the source node can
successfully transfer the packet to the destination we can also
mention the node rang and within that range the node can
transfer the event generation message for all neighboring node
this routing information can display using vector table.
PROPHET Approach: In this routing approach for event
transmission, successful data delivery rate will be maximized
and transmission delay will be minimized. PROPHET finds
out the routing path for delivering packets by computing
packet delivering capability. A weighted consisting of
evaluations of nodes buffer size, power consumption, location
of node, popularity of node, and the predictability value to
calculate deliverability in PROPHET.
We proposes new algorithm by ERETP Using Single Node
Transmission as follows:
Input: The observations node i, Oi
Output: The decision of node i, Oi
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While T ≤ T do
1: Set a decision timer T.
2: Broadcasting is performed by CH, perform data
Aggregation.
3: Now CHs will generate the event packet and pass to the
Sink via packet passing node (PFN).
4: CH encrypt event packet and for passing it uses
Probabilistic Routing approach as PROPHET.
5: When PFN receives alarm packet from CHs, pass packet to
sink PROPHET approach.
6: End if
7: End While
When timer T expires, it will keep silent and continue event
observation.

position by using the X and Y co -ordinate the node. The
sensor nodes can transfer the data from one other if they have
between is in communication range. A sensing area of 1500 x
1500 m is used in this simulator. In the simulator we can also
change the position of the sensor node to study the
performance from the wireless sensor network. There is no
need to vary the sensing field size of the area. We follow an
event-driven event delivery model to transmission event from
source to destination. Sensors transfer event only if they detect
an event. First transfer the control message to all other nodes
who has detected the event. This control message which cans
only 1 bit data can transfer using this control message source
node defined which node can be active or inactive.
After that the source node transfer the event to the neighboring
nodes to conform the event is happened or not by using the
threshold value of in the nodes When the event is detected in
the particular tine of interval, a node informed the event to the
destination by using the transmission the messages, Therefore
the first time informed is related to the event message alarm.
Queries sent by the sink do not affect the scenario or sensing
period in the simulation. The coordinates of the destination is
the middle of the sensing area and same for all experiments.
CSMA/CA is used as the MAC protocol and AODV is used as
the routing protocol.
2. Simulation Results
a) Energy Consumption Graph

Figure 3: Proposed Algorithm.
IV SIMULATION SCENARIO AND PARAMETERS
1. Simulation Setup
Simulation Screen

1500 * 1500

Routing Protocol

Epidemic, Prophet

Number of Nodes

Dynamic

Transmission Range (m)

Dynamic Min 100

Transmission Rate (kbps)

100

Message Size

500 KB to 1 MB

Table 4.1: The parameter of the ERETP Using Single Node
Transmission.

Figure 4: Shows Comparative result analysis of Energy
Consumption graph using Without RETP, RETP and
Enhanced RETP.

Simulations are performed for dynamically placed sensor
nodes in a Simulation area. All sensor nodes have a sensing
area can dynamically change by using node rang. The range is
nodes in between 0 to 1000 m. we can change the node
PAPER ID: - 2015/02/IJMERT/05/120
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b) Packet Delivery Ratio

routing protocol gives best results for real time event
detection, minimize the network energy consuming, avoid the
duplication at cluster head, avoid congestion and enable
reliable Packet forwarding in wireless sensor networks.
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